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David Lawrence:

—By Harry Hanan
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Let's Get On to Important Issues

Does Public Want Tax Publ

were performing a public service
by contributing.

Dana Smith, who collected the
funds for Senator Nixon’s postelection campaign, had a distinct
understanding in writing ahead
of time with each of the donors
he solicited that such contributions as they would make did
not entitle them to any hold
on the Senator or any favors.

He told them exactly what the
money was to be spent for—expenses
in connection with
speeches,

printing,

postage,

travel and greeting cards to the
20,000 workers who had been
active in the campaign.
The
persons or businesses
to whom
the
money was sent were
printers, stationers, hotels, and
none of them knew or cared
who the donors were.

So far as Gov. Stevenson is
concerned,
the donors knew
only that the money was going
to be distributed by him and
they didn’t know the identity
of the recipients. The Governor
says not one of the contributors
had any idea that he was being
obligated in any way to them
and the public should take his
word for it, just as it should
do when Senator Nixon says he

never

promised

nor gave any
special favors to any of the
contributors. The truth is that
out of the 76 contributors the
Benator didn’t personally know
more than 15 or 20.
There’s no income tax problem so far as any of the donors

for Senator Nixon or Gov. Stevenson. None of the money
was received by the Senator
from the donors for any serv-

donors of the funds and Senator
Nixon—the assumption being
that a specific obligation of an
unmoral
kind was created.
There isn’t a scintilla of evidence to prove it.
If it is morally wrong to contribute funds to a public man
for political expenses after election, it is morally wrong to do so
before election. Private funds
to benefit a public man’s political future after election may
look wrong to some observers,
but private funds collected to
help elect candidates in the first
place are then in that sense also

ices rendered or to be rendered
to such donors. Similarly Gov.
Stevenson
doesn’t have to report as income any of the gifts
made to him for the State em-

ployes.

Now, the Illinois State officials
may have an income tax prob-

because
the Governor
publicly says the money was
used to “supplement” the salaries of those officials. Whether
given in the form of Christmas
bonuses or as other gifts during
the year, the fact remains that
the money was given for services
rendered to the State Government and the Governor—the
employer.

lem

Any worker who gets a bonus
check at Christmas from his
employer for services rendered
must report this as income and
pay taxes on it to the Federal

Treasury.

But

this is, at

its worst, only
error and there are
these made during the

a technical
lots

of

course

of the year by taxpayers
generally on such fine points of
the tax law and they are later
adjusted
and any extra tax
promptly collected. It doesn’t
involve in the slightest any lack
of integrity on the part of anyone—the donor or the recipient
or the distributor of the funds.
What is regrettable about the

whole Nixon-Stevenson controversy over the private funds is
the celerity with which many

morally wrong.

Yet if there were no campaign
contributions, only rich men
could run for office and stay in
office. Also, if a poor man were
elected, a rich man could oust
him in a subsequent election.
The only solution is either for
Government to finance compaigns, which is impractical in
some respects, or else for the
Government to limit every single contributor to a maximum of
ten dollars a year, whether given
before or after elections and forbid even the candidates for Congress and for the Presidency
and Vice Presidency to spend
their own money for campaigns
to get elected or reelected.
Political expenses
are the
public’s business,
and control
plainly
and limitation are
within
the power of Congress to legisupon
if
the
late
American people
insist on such reforms. It may
take a little longer to collect ten
dollar contributions and it might
mean starting earlier than a
year or carrying on
continuous drives by the two
party organizations or by their
supporters—but it can be done.

campaign

persons

were ready to impugn
honesty and integrity of
Senator Nixon or Gov. Steventhe

son, depending

on whether they
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Thomas L. Stokes:
by Party Bosses Not the Way to Nominate Man
Who Might Become President of the United States

When Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower was in Indiana on
his first visit a couple of weeks
ago, this reporter ran into former Senator Raymond E. Willis
of that State, a newspaper publisher by profession, a kindly
philosopher by nature, and a

Republican

by party affiliation.
Asked how he had been, as
we stood waiting for an elevator, he touched his left arm and
said he still was recovering
from a break in it suffered at
the Chicago
convention
to
which he had been a delegate.
With a twinkle in his eye, he
explained how that had happened.

“I did a foolish thing there.
We got word suddenly to get to
the convention hall for the
nomination of a vice presiden-

tial candidate. I didn’t know
who it was to be. We hadn’t been

It

really wouldn’t have mattered
whether I got there or not. But
Ihurried and fell on the stairs."

We agreed, in the back-andforth common to the newspaper
fraternity, that with his long

at political conventions and at his age—he is 77
for
it was, indeed, unnecessary
him to be hurrying to such an
event like a cub reporter dashing off to a fire.
The “word” passed to the delegates who did get there was that
experience

the man for whom they would
automatically vote would beSenator Richard M. Nixon of
California. It might just as well
somebody

else—and
have been
the same automatic procedure
occurred,
as former
would have
Senator Willis knew.
through
years it
the
Back
nearly always has been the same
in both parties. Similarly, the
“word” has come to the delegates from a conference of party
leaders with the presidential
nominee—sometimes in the middle of the night after the convention finally has filled first
place on the ticket, and always
as a sort of after-thought, haphazardly.

There is a code of a kind for
this process. The vice presidential candidate must come from
some other geographical area

or

maybe

to

symbolize

and

But the delegates then balked at
the vice presidential selection
of the bosses, Senator Lenroot
of Wisconsin.
Instead, they
stampeded behind Wallace McCamant of Oregon, who got up
on a chair and called for the
nomination of Calvin Coolidge,
Governor of Massachusetts.
Hei later became President by
accident of death.
So, too, as we know, did
Harry Truman.
There was a
floor revolt of a kind (which
was checked, however) at the
1944 convention which nominated him for Vice President.
Henry Wallace, the incumbent
Vice President, almost won renomination on the first ballot
against
the wishes of party
leaders. They got the convention recessed
and, during the
night, organized the nomination
of Senator Truman of Missouri.
Four years before, President

dramatize an issue as was the
case with Senator Nixon’s selection.
A factor in his nomination

was to emphasize the party’s anti-communism crusade through
his part in the Alger Hiss conviction. He also happened to be
from a big key State.
Customarily
the
delegates,
like sheep, accept the decision
ratify
it,
usually in a weary
and
anti-climax. For, by this time,
they are physically worn-out
from the aay-and-night convention ordeal and their nerves are
jaded from excitement over the
presidential
contest
for the
nomination.
Exceptions are rare. There
was one case in fairly recent
times when a sudden and successful revolt arose from the
floor. That was in the 1920 Republican convention. Delegates
had accepted
the nomination
of Senator Warren G. Harding
of Ohio to break a deadlock at
the dictation of a handful of
bosses, chiefly from the Senate.
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contrast to the emotional TV
accounting of Senator Richard
Nixon.
The sleeper of course Is the
income tax returns which the
Democratic candidates are making public. The implied challenge to Gen.

Fletcher Knebel:

Potomac Fever
Stevenson makes public the names of donors to his $172,000
political fund—thus justifying the faith of the intellectuals that
Adlai is no cheap politician.
*

Ike

*

1

*

*

shrugs

aside the collapse of a platform under him at
Richmond.
It didn’t hurt a bit—he still had the whole Democratic platform to fall back on.
*

*

•

*

Stevenson and Sparkman make public their income-tax returns
for the last 10 years. Now all can see just how well they’ve fared
under the Fair Deal—and Republicans can have another good cry.
*?

*

•

Ike rests In New York, but he still has a problem.
a rumor out that Nixon’s dog is ailing—and might die
when there’s no television camera around.
*

*

*

.

.

.

day

•

interest.
*

*

*

*

Ousted Assistant Attorney General Lamar Caudle is dropped
from the Washington social register. Henceforth, gentlemen are
requested not to take quite so seriously their duties on the receiving line.
the nomination
lace down the
tant delegates
tervening years
rallied support

of Henry Walthroats of relucand in the in-

file elements,

especially

Mr. Wallace had
from rank and
labor,

which promoted the almost successful revolt in 1948.
The “bossed” nomination of
Harry Truman was regarded,
later as a happy alternative in

view of Henry Wallace’s subsequent political career.
But neither the usual haphazard,
after-thought way of

by delegates from one whim
or another can be the proper
way to choose the man who may
become President.
Heretofore second place on
both the Republican and Democratic tickets has gone to an
older man than Senator Nixon
and, with but few exceptions,
to one of much greater politiSeasoning usucal experience.
ally is included among the attributes in the code.

volt

picking vice presidential candidates nor the very occasional
hastily organized resudden,

ington, members of the House
and Senate have protected each
other from public revelation of
the expedients most of them
adopt.
They have got away with it
because the public did not seem
much interested,
possibly because for many Americans the
present Congressional salary of
$12,500 plus $2,500 seems adequate. Yet students of government fix $25,000 a year as the
salary which would now more
nearly reflect the responsibilities
and importance of Congress.

point out that
Democrats
publicity compelled
relentless
the Stevenson statement. They
figure the same forces will operate to bring some kind of
retort
from the Republican
candidates.
Meanwhile
they
have not abandoned their own
research into the points Senator Nixon did not meet on his
telecast.
It was Gov. Stevenson’s owh
decision to develop his story in
such minute detail.
Once he
became
convinced
that he
could not stand by his original
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His major reason

his tax returns is
to show that nothing contributed to his campaign or his
special fund saved him any
money whatever, in any way,
shape or form.
It is being said at Democratic headuarters
that should
Gov. Stevenson be elected, this
whole matter of political expenses, salaries, etc., will appear
in a challenging message
to
Congress
with proposals for
remedial action.
Some politicos do not believe
the issue can or should be
kept alive during the campaign.
Both parties, they think, have
been hurt and should retire it.
Itseems unlikely that this will
A very talkative genhappen.
tleman has just taken to the
hustings,

President

Truman,

and he will be followed by such
big guns of his party as Senators Kefauver, Kerr and Paul
Douglas.
Senator Kefauver in
particular
has a far-flung

schedule and morals in government are his specialty.
Gov. Stevenson badly needs
all these reinforcements.
He
has done his best and it is very
good, but the load of defining
the issues, answering the Republicans and meeting all the Democratic politicoes he doesn’t know
well has sometimes weighed too
heavily upon him. Because so
many members of Congress were

abroad, it was difficult to make
speaking dates for them, but
they are back now and going
into action to help him.
Even so. Democrats over the
country are still pressing their
candidate to do more whistlestopping than he seems willing
to undertake.
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reticence with respect to the
funds he used to attract better
and brighter people into the
State Government of Illinois,
he insisted upon telling all.
Whether his hope of showing
clearly the difference between
his operations and Senator
Nixon’s will be realized remains
to be seen. He feels they are
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At Both Stores

There’s

some

Adlai Stevenson reveals SIB,OOO gifts to Illinois State officials
from a “private fund.” Democrats cling to the old precepts of
the Founding Fathers—such as the one about enlightened self-

The benefit of delicious natural
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and

died a-borning. Too timid to
legislate themselves the salaries
they admit they need in Wash-
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Eisenhower

Senator Nixon is plain. What is
not quite so clear is whether the
public will vehemently support
the policy of such disclosures.
Every attempt made so far in
Congress to press for full publicity in matters of this kind has
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than the presidential nominee,
and otherwise is chosen for various reasons. For appeal, perhaps, to some group or groups
not considered sufficiently represented in the presidential candidate; or to appease a wing of
the party which lost in the battle for first place; or perchance
to try to assure a big, key State;

V

The spate
of StevensonSparkman
material on their
personal finances and political
funds is in carefully calculated

Roosevelt had literally jammed

Veep-Choosing Method Slipshod
Dictation

told. You know how it is.

Gov. Stevenson Has Tossed an Implied Challenge
To Eisenhower and Nixon on Personal Incomes

were in one political camp or
the other.
In this case also the “left
wingers” who always cry out
against
“guilt by association”
were quick over the radio and in
the press to charge that there
was a direct tie between the

are concerned
because
these
were all gifts. Since all of the
gifts were
less
than $3,000,
there is no requirement of law
they
that
have to be reported
on income tax returns. There
is no income tax problem either
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Doris Fleeson:

None Can Impugn the Motives of Senator Nixon
Or Gov. Stevenson Concerning Political Funds
Now that Gov. Stevenson
and Senator Nixon have made
a clean breast of it—and nobody is able with justification
to impugn the motives of either
one—maybe the candidates will
concentrate on the important
issues of the campaign.
Neither Senator Nixon nor
Gov. Stevenson profited or obtained any personal income from
the private funds. Each had a
set of donors who understood
clearly in advance
that they
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Parliament offers the extra protection
of its Safety-Zone Construction. The
filter is recessed deep inside the mouthpiece so trapped irritants never touch
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maximum filtering efficiency, easy draw
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solved by our new Bank-By-Mail Service, which
makes it easy for everyone to make deposits.

stop in and open a 2% savings account.
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so that future deposits can be handled by mail.
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